Ignorance and unwillingness make you vulnerable
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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, My Word of Revelation today comes from My Wisdom,
which does not mean that it does not contain all My Love, too. It's focus, however, is on
letting you look a little deeper into the connections that affect your own life, your very
personal well-being and woe, but also the fate of groups and communities and that of
whole peoples and cultures. This is necessary because you are to become again
responsible children of My love, who can effectively express this love inherent in them in
their existence. But this is only possible when you no longer let yourselves be pushed
around ignorantly like "chess pieces on the board of your life".
I want to help you fill in with knowledge, some of the still blind spots in your consciousness
- on your "soul spectacles" - that have been created by an extremely skilful and still used
approach of the opposite forces. Those who follow My Words with the heart, not only with
their external eyes and ears, and who are ready to reconsider My enlightenments, will
succeed in doing so.
Mankind faces an exceedingly powerful opponent whose danger for the salvation of the
soul of each individual - but often also for his physical health - cannot be valued highly
enough. There are two reasons for this.
First: the majority of people have only a very vague idea - if any - of this danger, which at
the same time means that it is hardly recognized, if at all, by the name with which it is
assigned when it is called: the devil, Satan, Lucifer and others. I call them the obscurity,
the darkness, the opposing forces, My and your opponents, and the beings of the Fall.
And the other reason: it follows from this that My human children have hardly developed a
truly effective strategy for countering the uninterrupted attempts of disturbance, influence
and manipulation up to and including destruction. - which can let the permanent
temptations and attacks come to nothing, but the question: to what extent My
Commandment was and is observed, is answered by itself with The implementation of My
Love-Commandment is indeed the means - the only one a glance at the state of your
world.
The request for My protection through prayer is indeed a possibility, but you know for
yourselves that it is not enough to send a call for help to heaven in such situations in the
hope that the fundamental problem of permanent restriction, despondency, anxiety,
negative view and even depression and hopelessness, is solved.

It can be useful to put oneself in the position of a dangerous opponent in order to get a
certain idea of one's approach and goals. No good strategist who wants to protect himself,
his family, his friends or even his people, will fail to do so. But why do My children act like
this? In the figurative sense: "Why do they sit there and wait?”
Who questions why this or that irregularity or seeming injustice suddenly enters his life,
especially since most of you now know that there is no coincidence? Unfortunately, many
still believe that it is I - Love - who is responsible for it. And so quite a few still assume that
it is a punishment on My part if their life is not as happy as they imagine or wish.
*
Let Me at this point insert something that is actually unnecessary. I do it nevertheless,
because I see the question rising in many a heart: "Is it not too hard to speak of opposing
forces, of the opponent, of danger, of darkness, etc.? About the fact that they mercilessly
damage people, manipulate them, drive them into infirmity or physical death and oppress
and bind them with all conceivable means? Are these beings not also children of God, who
deserve our love?”
My beloved, the love I Am in a greatness incomprehensible to all beings, includes
everything I have ever created and will create in this love forever and ever. All,
without exception, whatever evil they have done.
If this had not been so, then I would not have come into the world Myself; because I also and especially wanted - to save and fetch back the renegades among My children, who
intended to destroy My creation and with it also themselves, but which they were not
aware of. In all eternity there was and is no other power than Mine, which was able to
counter the concentrated attempt of Satana*) and her followers to create their own
creation according to their ideas with a "stop".
With this I did not interfere with the free will of the fallen, but the causes created by them
over an infinitely long period of time had an effect; but not as punishment, but in the form
that I gave Myself as a "sacrifice" for those who wanted to destroy Me and cleared the way
for them to return to their homeland.**)
Can you imagine a greater love?
I have saved them because their plan has been thwarted by My human dying on the Cross
and the subsequent redemption; the gates to the heavens have since been wide open
again. The so-called Fall or fall of an angel, which is mentioned only in very few places in
your Scripture, was stopped. But without the knowledge of the Fall, which is a unique, that
is, non-recurring event in creation, My act of redemption cannot be sensibly conveyed. The
knowledge about it therefore represents the fulcrum and pivotal point in order to come to a
right understanding at all as to why the non-heavenly worlds including the material
universe, have come into being. And how and why the relentless struggle out of the
invisible - of which hardly anyone knows anything, and from which nobody is spared - has
been waged for an infinitely long time and strives in your time for a temporary climax.
I have allowed the formation of all these spheres so that Satana and those who were in
bondage to her, could have a place to stay. The matter formed at the lowest point of the
fall. On your earth, life gradually developed, which finally also brought forth the people.

Remember: Everything is evolution! Thus the fallen were given the opportunity to incarnate
in order to prepare and initiate their return, if they so wished.
The material world, together with all the forms that it produced, thus arose as a result of
the Fall. There would not be a single non-heavenly realm if everything had remained in
heavenly unity. Why should I have created something outside of unity?
But I have not only saved My fallen children from their looming dissolution, their selfimposed annihilation. I will also fetch them back, because on the one hand this is My will
and on the other hand I have the power to do this.
When this will happen, lies in the free will of the powers that were against Me and you and
still are; for they still have their free will, I have not touched it. But all of them, whom I still
love to the same extent as those who remained loyal to Me, are subject to the law of
sowing and reaping until their return home, which also applies equally to all beings outside
the heavens.
As Jesus of Nazareth, I was not excluded from it either. If I would have been, then I would
have violated My own law. But I have overcome all hostilities and temptations and thus
shown people what a deep love and a great longing can do. Without Me confronting the
negative forces to finally triumph over them, an exemplary function would not have been
possible; and My call to follow Me and to live and love in the same way, would have been
without inner strength and ineffective.
The possible objection that one would rather not speak so clearly about evil, it's purposes,
their motives, intentions and procedures, or preferably not at all, because such a thing
does not correspond to the commandment of love, is therefore not justified. The secret,
which is basically none - because I have shown it to you - is this:
Do not close your eyes and ears, but perceive what is being planned and what is
happening - and still love!
This, My sons and daughters, is one of the hardest tasks ever. It is not done by ignoring
the unpleasant and dangerous. The beings and powers behind it would like that, but that is
not the way. Of course, it would be wrong to stay at it and with it and to light up and think
about everything that could happen from all sides again and again. Then the negative
could very quickly settle in your feelings and thoughts.
Look and listen to what is necessary and important to look and listen to, and then set all
your positives against it. The best way to deal with what you encounter in the sense of
love, is to show through your example that you are children of My love, who do not sleep
and are not ignorant and unwilling, but who strive to live love in their daily life! In this way
evil is redeemed. When, is not in your hands.
Remember what I once told you: "You are responsible for sowing, not for harvesting."
Leave the harvest and it's timing to Me.
What you live by and what your brothers and sisters who are still in the dark experience as
effects, will cause them - even in eons - to think about themselves, their actions and the
circumstances of their existence. For the way of their existence cannot in any way be
described as what you understand by "life". They have cut themselves off from the stream

of life, which is nothing but My love-energy. But they do not know or believe it and
vehemently deny such an explanation.
*
Many of them vegetate, full of hatred, anger and revenge. They desire to harm those who in their eyes - unfairly live a more peaceful and carefree life. Others "live" like in a kind of
dream, without drive, without future perspectives, without joy and without light. Their world
is grey, tough, dreary and oppressive. They are severely bound, slaves of those who are
smarter and more ruthless than they are, and who have managed to ascend their "career
ladder" by obedience to their superiors.
The higher a being is in the "Hierarchy of the Dark One", the more advantages are granted
to it by those who are still above it. At the top of the hierarchy are the demons, and among
them, all those who wish to benefit from the energy they receive from others, primarily
from human beings, but of which they must pass on in large portion to their superiors.
They do not receive divine energy from Me for their actions are directed against My Law of
Love. But they are crafty enough - because many still know parts of the laws of creation to get in a roundabout way, at least a small amount of the urgently needed life-energy.
My sons and daughters, now use your minds with the inclusion of the heart-logic that I am
teaching you. What "fuel pump" do they use? Which ones would you use? Would you try
the people and possibly "sink your teeth into" those whose love-vibration is above yours,
whose power is stronger than yours, so your failure is already determined? Or would you
start where you are able to notice soul weaknesses in your opponent - which are equal
character weaknesses than yours - what can easily be read among other things in the
aura? Wouldn't weaknesses promise you from the outset great or even greater chances of
success if you attacked these weaknesses? And rightly so?
The greatest protection of all the beings who are around you, who are more or less often
or regularly trying to influence you, is not just that they are invisible. It consists in the fact
that you hardly know that they are there and how they proceed! Yes, that they even
exist!
This is at the same time their most effective weapon in the uninterrupted warfare that all
negative forces are waging to obtain the much-needed energy. Whether they can keep it
to, or claim it for themselves, or simply serve as suppliers and obey those above them in
the hierarchy of the dark ones.
The main aspiration of the fallen angels must therefore be to protect themselves in order to
be able to continue their destructive work as unrecognized and undisturbed as possible.
What was and is there more effective than to portray one's own existence in a thousand
different ways, diffused, contradictory, confusing and unclear? Thus the true face, the real
nature of evil is not recognized by many, with the result that it's constant, threatening
presence is considered unrealistic. But the danger has not been eliminated.
They did not only accept the ridicule of depicting, for example, a devil with a tail, a trident
and a horse's foot as evil, which nobody really took and takes seriously; they actively
supported this idea, which was modified and reissued again and again in many variations.
The result: Very few still know about the very real danger that emanates from these forces.
They don't know about their intentions and the countless ways they use to directly

influence the people they can reach because of the sophistication of their actions and the
soul-nature that prevails in them.
Anyone who warns of this, will be exposed to ridicule or accused of scaremongering. Thus
the opposing forces have reached their goal: hardly anyone really believes in them
anymore - and if they do, then with blurred or abstract ideas - and the ignorance thus
generated, is the best shield behind which they can practice the seduction and bonding of
My human children unhindered.
Can you still, at least conditionally, protect yourself from these influences? Yes, but it
presupposes that you do know about the aggressor against whom you want to defend
yourselves successfully; that therefore the truth about the constantly prevailing danger of
influencing your conduct, is brought closer to My children, and that this is done without any
emerging fears preventing the discussion of this subject.
Who should do this when the immediate presence of negative forces and their ingenious
approach is largely unknown or at least misrepresented by those who feel called to bring
My teaching closer to the people?
Once again for reflection: Where would you start - if you wanted to work against Me - to
reach many people with a changed teaching of love? Would you choose insignificant
people with little or no influence on others? Or would you - metaphorically speaking - "aim
at the king" in your project directed against Me, that is, at those who have means and
ways at their disposal to knowingly or unknowingly bring inaccuracies, falsehoods and
twists of My simple love among the people? Assuming you hit the King?
Did the forces of darkness strike? The answer is not difficult to find when you - with open
eyes and honest hearts - have to look at your world-situation today and realize that
humanity is further away than ever from living My commandment of love for God and
neighbour.
*
I have told you many times that I Am the only perpetual motion-machine of creation. This
means that there is no other source of power than Mine, from which everything
came forth and comes forth for all eternity! No being lives out of itself, each one is
received from My Love. The fact that I alone Am the Source of all beings, is not
recognized by the forces that caused the Fall and are still working towards a two-part
creation. Although they too feel that they are energy-dependent, they are not ready to see
their Creator and the ever-flowing love in Me.
The reduction of their energy brought and brings many disadvantages to the beings of
darkness. First and foremost, due to the reduction of the quantity and quality of the energy,
it is the loss of a reasonably acceptable life, if their existence can even be described as
life. The stronger among them succeeded in attracting the weaker ones as "energy
suppliers", but this is not only true for the souls in the astral realms, which lead an
unfortunate existence of slavery. And they have succeeded and continue to succeed in
shaping My divine energy for their own purposes and in abusing it in such a way that
others can be manipulated.
However, the main suppliers of the urgently needed energy, are the people. They are My
sons and daughters who - out of ignorance or unwillingness follow their own law - their

ego, and thus disregard My love-commandment to a greater or lesser extent. This does
not mean the small irregularities that repeatedly undermine you as men. But even in such
situations you often feel how, e.g. after a disappointment, anger, after worries or
arguments, you become powerless, listless or discouraged. You have lost energy. Where
has it disappeared to? Who got it, or rather, has taken it? Nothing in My creation
disappears or dissolves "just like that" …
The opposing forces very well still know a part of My spiritual laws. They work with it, and
the law of attraction helps them to find those people from whom the withdrawal of the so
urgently needed energy, is relatively easy. They know your mistakes and weaknesses and
purposefully start there. The seductive work begins with the coaxing, which you either
follow or - if you recognize the intention - you oppose with a clear 'no' in My name.
What does this mean in practice? What kind of insights can you draw from this, that will
protect you from being influenced and possibly seriously damaged by negative spirits and
the destructive impersonal forces they have created in the form of energy-fields around the
globe?
The control of human beings by darkness - which intervened massively in their thinking
and acting - had reached it's temporary climax two thousand years ago, which at the same
time represented a low point in their mental and spiritual development. The opposite side
had set it's foot in all ruling religions. This happened and still happens with high efficiency because the method proved itself in their eyes - by their attack in most cases taking place
from within. Unnoticed, a seed of discord, falsehood and false doctrines was and is sown,
which finally germinates and in this way paralyses or destroys an individual, a group or a
system from within. He who does so, does not have to remove the signpost at all. It is
much more effective to twist it by a few degrees, so that the wanderer who believes in
good conscience that he is on the right path, misses his goal.
The attempts of high spirits to persuade people to think differently and to behave in a new
way in the sense of a more loving togetherness, had not produced the hoped-for fruits.
Therefore I entered matter. My mission as Jesus of Nazareth was to teach people one
principle and to exemplify it; a principle that could be understood and lived by all: love. At
the time of My Incarnation, many ideologies and worldviews had already developed, the
contents of which were all more or less permeated by the intentions and ideas of the
opposing forces.
With My simple teaching "love - and nothing else", I turned everything upside down, never
asking to fanatically and radically throw everything else overboard. The path of lived love
is a path on which each one freely determines which step he wants to take, but does not
lose sight of the goal: to gradually return to the love he has been in for eternity.
You might now ask: Can I go through My days joyfully, unburdened and happy despite the
knowledge I have just received? My beloved child, I tell you: precisely because of this
knowledge you can be unconcerned. For My Words help you to see the traps set by the
other side. Closing your eyes, cannot be the solution. The traps are still set. Only the one
who knows about them, can bypass them.
You will always succeed in this when you try to live with Me: not cramped and not dictated
by the fear that you could fail, but in the deep trust and inviolable knowledge that I, your
heavenly Father, love you; that you too may fall on your way and that I Am there to help
you rise up - and that there is nothing, absolutely nothing that can separate you from Me. I

will receive you with arms spread out and I will embrace you with a heart overflowing with
joy when you have found your way home. Whenever that will be.
Do not allow negative thoughts about your brothers and sisters who are not yet in the light
to dominate you, and who - because they do not understand it better yet - are still trying to
make life difficult for you. They are your brothers and sisters, beings who, like you, were
born of love and will find their way back to love. I am waiting for them with the same joy.
When My Words have fallen into your heart in the right way, you cannot help but meet
them compassionately; not carelessly and frivolously, but with the desire that they too may
soon come to knowledge and find a lighter and brighter existence. The best way to help
them, is your prayer and your effort to involve Me in everything you do. From the fruits that
result for you, they can see that there is another, far better way to live than the one they
prefer at the moment. If and when they turn back, leave that to Me. Plant the seed, the
harvest is My business.
I bless My creation with all that lives in it. And My blessing is like My Love, which now, in
this moment, flows into all and everything.
Amen.
*) or Luzifers = Lightbringer, as she later called herself
**) Anyone who is not sure whether the books he reads or the spiritual teachings that
interest him or to which he adheres are inspired by forces that speak of love, but do not
mean the unconditional and selfless love of God, should try to get an answer to the
following central question, whereby sometimes a simple inquiry is sufficient: Is the
necessity of salvation through Jesus Christ spoken of or not? If not, the case is not
acknowledged, which at the same time means that it has not existed. No case = no
redemption, why should it be? Which forces are interested in such a teaching? The fact
that, for example, the "Masters" also speak of Jesus should not deceive. They made him
one of their own and called him Jesus Sananda, just as they took Mary into their ranks and
called Mother Mary. In this way they came and still come to meet all those who, although
they do not want to completely break with what they have learned in the church, but who
no longer feel at home in their church or faith community; and who therefore seek answers
in other ways that seem more satisfactory to them.

